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gamesng.com. Thank youQ: How to turn off Java for Mac
App Store app I am submitting my app to App Store for
iOS and Android and for both I need Java. I was hoping I
could simply turn off Java from the preferences and my
app will not be rejected. I am not sure if that's possible.
Any suggestions? Thanks A: You can (and you should)
publish the Java version for iOS and Android without
using the Java plug-in for Xcode or Android Studio. In
fact, the Java version is included as part of the universal
binary for iOS and it is shipped to consumers via the App
Store and Play Store. If you choose to publish the Java
version, it will be managed in the same way as any other
third-party library. Instead of using the Java version, you
can publish the native implementation that works with
the application's code in Objective-C or Swift.
Depending on the specific functionality you need, this
can be a simple process. The discussion of the native
SDKs can be found here: If you intend to keep using the



Java version, then there's no way to disable it. If you are
using the Java version to build external products that
you intend to distribute in other markets, then you will
need to publish the Java version as a standalone
product. You can learn more about how to do that here:
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